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English

'Of Mice and Men'

What were The Jim 
Crow Laws?

What is feminism? 
How is it presented 
in the novella?

Write down FIVE 
themes presented 
in 'Of Mice and 
Men'?

Why has Steinbeck 
created George and 
Lennie as binary 
opposites?

What is Steinbeck's 
purpose in crafting 
Lennie as a disabled 
character?

What is the 
American Dream?

Write down a list of 
motifs and what 
they represent.

What was The 
Great Depression?

How did The Wall 
Street Crash affect 
society?

What and who is 
Steinbeck critiquing 
in this novella?

How is a sense of 
foreshadowing 
created in each 
chapter?

What is Lennie a 
symbol of?

What type of 
character is Slim?

Why does Curley 
get aggravated by 
Lennie?

What does Curley's 
wife symbolise?

Why is Curley's wife 
always dressed in 
red?

Write down five 
adjectives to 
describe Crooks.

Why does Crooks 
treat Lennie 
unfairly?

Why does George 
not like Curley?

What does Crooks 
symbolise?

What book does 
Crooks keep?

Why does George 
choose to kill 
Lennie at the end?

How does George 
feel about killing 
Lennie?

What is Steinbeck's 
message in this 
novella?

What does 
Steinbeck want the 
reader to feel at the 
end of the novella?



English

Of Mice and Men

Context:

In the 1930s America was a mess. Poverty, social 
inequalities and depression were rife. This was all due 
to the American stock market crashing in 1929 which 
led to high levels of unemployment, drought and 
overfarming, bankruptcy and homelessness. This time 
period is often referred to as the Great Depression. 
Many farmers who had lost their farms travelled to 
California where the climate and soil were better. They 
only took what they could carry on their backs. George 
and Lennie are examples of traveling farm workers

Key Vocabulary 
American Dream, Immigrants, The Great Depression, 
Compassion, Characterisation, Hierarchy, Binary 
Opposites, Segregation, feminism, motif, symbolism 
and critiquing. 

Character Roles:

Lennie: Lennie is one of the protagonists of the novel; simply put, he loves to 
pet soft things, is blindly devoted to George and their vision of the farm, and 
possesses incredible physical strength. 

George: Like Lennie, George can be defined by a few distinct characteristics. He 
is short-tempered but a loving and devoted friend, whose frequent protests 
against life with Lennie never weaken his commitment to protecting his friend. 
George’s first words, a stern warning to Lennie not to drink so much lest he get 
sick, set the tone of their relationship

Curley: Curley is the boss’s son, and because his father only appears once, 
Curley is the main representative in the novella of the land-owning class. Like 
his father, Curley wears “high-heeled boots” to mark his wealth and status, and 
most likely to lessen the smallness of his stature. Curley’s primary character 
trait is insecurity. 

Candy: One of the book’s major themes and several of its dominant symbols 
revolve around Candy. The old handyman, aging and left with only one hand as 
the result of an accident, worries that the boss will soon declare him useless 
and demand that he leave the ranch. 

Curley’s Wife: Steinbeck generally depicts women as troublemakers who bring 
ruin on men and drive them mad. Curley’s wife, who walks the ranch as a 
temptress, seems to be a prime example of this destructive tendency—Curley’s 
already bad temper has only worsened since their wedding. 

Crooks: Crooks is a lively, sharp-witted, black stable-hand, who takes his name 
from his crooked back. Like most of the characters in the story, he admits that 
he is extremely lonely. His character explores the impact of racism and 
inequality. 

Slim: Slim, the “jerkline skinner,” is a figure of natural authority. He commands 
the respect of the other men through his professional skill and his strength of 
character, “a gravity in his manner.



English

Themes:

Friendship: George and Lennie’s relationship shapes the plot of the novel. In Of Mice and Men, friendship is 
dangerous: every time any character gets close to any other, something goes wrong.

Prejudice: The novel explores racism, sexism, ageism, ableism and
other discrimination too. Those who are discriminated against accept
the prejudice against them as a way of life.

Dreams: In Of Mice and Men, dreams are necessary, even if the characters know that they'll never achieve them. 
Steinbeck sees dreams as foolish and unnecessary, just leading to more sorrow.

Innocence: Innocence may protect Lennie, because he never has to deal with the reality of what he's done and it 
doesn’t protect the people (or pets) around him.

Justice: In Of Mice and Men, the ranch operates by its own set of rules, without a higher order dictated by the law. 
Lennie has no grasp of the consequences of his actions, so justice has no meaning for him.
Steinbeck suggests that mental disability shouldn't make someone
immune to justice.

Violence: Violence in the novel is physical, psychological, and emotional. Characters are so accustomed to suspicion 
and failure
that they treat each other cruelly, more ready to destroy each other's dreams (and bodies) than to build them up.



English

Plot Summary:
•George and Lennie are spending the night by a pool before starting work at a new ranch.
•George is annoyed with Lennie because they had to leave in a hurry from their last job. Lennie has a habit of 

getting into trouble.
• Lennie persuades George to him about their dream farm.
• George and Lennie arrive at the ranch. Curley tries to pick a fight with Lennie. Curley’s wife flirts with the 

ranchers and catches Lennie’s attention.
•We find out a little more about what happened at George and Lennie’s last job.
• Carlson wants to shoot Candy’s dog because it is no longer useful.
• Candy is eventually pushed into agreeing and Carlson takes the dog away and shoots it.
• Candy overhears George and Lennie talking about their dream farm. He offers his money so he can join them.
• Curley starts a fight with Lennie. Lennie crushes Curley’s hand but Slim convinces Curley to say it got caught in a 

machine.
• Lennie wanders into Crooks’ room. At first, Crooks tries to get rid of him but in the end he lets him stay.
• Candy joins them and eventually they all start talking about the “dream”.
• Curley’s wife arrives, and is unkind to Crooks.
• The other men return from town and Curley’s wife leaves.
• Lennie is in the barn-he has accidently killed his puppy given to him by Slim.
• Curley’s wife finds him and they talk about their dreams. We find out she wanted to be a movie star.
• They find out that they both like soft things. Curley’s wife lets Lennie stroke her hair but she gets angry when he 

strokes it too hard. Lennie panics-breaking her neck.
• Lennie runs away and Candy finds Curley’s wife in the barn. The other men decide to hunt Lennie down.
• Lennie goes back to the pool where he and George stayed the night before they went to the ranch.
•George finds Lennie and calms him down by telling him about the dream.
•George knows that Curley wants to kill Lennie in a really painful way, so he shoots Lennie himself before the other 

men arrive.
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Reactions 2

In this topic we will be studying:
• Chemical and physical changes
• Conservation of mass
• Combustion
• Complete and incomplete combustion
• Fuels and pollution
• Thermal decomposition
• Endothermic and exothermic reactions
• Energy Level diagrams
• Bond energies

QR codes to go to BBC bitesize

Science



Matter 2

In this unit we will be studying:
Elements and compounds
The periodic table 
Metals and non-metals 
Naming salts
Atomic structure
The alkali metals 
The noble gases 
Reactions of group 1 and 7
Polymers

Use the QR codes to find more 
information on BBC bitesize.

Science



Key ideas
Elements are substances that contain only one type of atom.

Everything is made up of one or more of these elements.

All elements are all shown in the periodic table.

Compounds are made up of two or more different elements chemically bonded together.

Oxygen and hydrogen gas react together to form water.

In every molecule of water there are always two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen.

Science



Key ideas

The periodic table of elements shows all elements that exist.

The vertical columns are called groups. The elements in a group have similar properties.

The horizontal rows of the Periodic Table are called periods.

Metals are found on the right-hand side of the periodic table.

Non-metals are found on the left-hand side.

Science



Key ideas

Elements are made up of atoms. Each atom is different which is why  elements are different. They are made up of  
3 subatomic particles

Subatomic 
particle

Position in 
atom

Relative charge Relative mass

Proton nucleus Positive 1

Electron Energy level 
(shell)

Negative Very small

Neutron nucleus neutral 1

You can use the information on the periodic table to calculate the number of each subatomic particle in different 
elements.

Helium
Number of protons= 2
Number of electrons= 2
Number of neutrons= 2 (4-2)

Science



Key ideas

Group 1 are called the alkali metals.

They are good conductors of heat and electricity and are shiny when cut.

Alkali metals are very reactive with water.

They get more reactive as you go down the group.

The reaction makes hydrogen gas and produces an alkaline solution.

alkali metal + water → metal hydroxide + hydrogen

sodium + water → sodium hydroxide + hydrogen

Science



Key ideas

Group 7 are called the halogens.

Group 7 elements are reactive.

Their reactions are similar, but they get 
less reactive as you go down the group.

Group 0 are called the noble gases.

They are very unreactive.

Science



Matter: Key words

Key word Definition

Element A substance containing only one type of atom.

Compound Two or more different elements that have been chemically combined

Proton A positively charged sub-atomic particle with a relative mass of 1.

Electron A negatively charged sub-atomic particle with a relative mass of 1.

Neutron A sub-atomic particle with no charge and a relative mass that is very small.

Group A vertical column of the periodic table

Period A horizontal row of the periodic table

Science



Key ideas

Iron  +   Sulfur → Iron Sulfide

In every chemical reaction, atoms are rearranged to make new substances. 

We can tell that a chemical reaction has taken place by looking for the signs of a 
chemical reaction. These can be seen as:
• Colour change
• Fizzing/buzzing
• Temperature change

Science



Conservation of mass:

No atoms are lost or made during a 
chemical reaction.

Mass of reactants = Mass of products

Key Ideas

Sodium + Oxygen → Sodium Oxide 

Calcium carbonate → Calcium oxide + Carbon dioxide

23g 32g 55g

100g 56g 44g

This loss or gain in mass can usually be 
explained because a reactant or 
product is a gas and its mass has not 
been taken into account. 

Mass appears to be lost = a product is a 
gas
Mass appears to be gained = a reactant 
is a gas.

Science



Key ideas fuel + oxygen → carbon dioxide + water

methane + oxygen → carbon dioxide + water

We can test for these products where:
• Water turns cobalt chloride paper 

blue
• Carbon dioxide turns limewater 

cloudy

Science



Key ideas

Complete Combustion:
When a fuel combusts in a plentiful supply of Oxygen.

Fuel  +   Oxygen   → Carbon Dioxide   +   Water

Incomplete Combustion:
When a fuel combusts and there is a lack of Oxygen

Fuel  +   Oxygen   → Carbon Monoxide   +   Water
Fuel + Oxygen → Carbon + Water

Science



Key ideas

Pollutant Nitrogen 
Oxide

Sulphur 
Dioxide

Particulates / 
soot

Water 
Vapour

Carbon 
Monoxide

Carbon 
Dioxide

Formula NO SO2 C H2O CO CO2

Cause Nitrogen in 
the air reacts 
with oxygen 
at high 
temperatures, 
like in vehicle 
engines.

Fuels 
containing 
Sulphur will 
react with 
oxygen to form 
Sulphur 
dioxide.

Unburnt 
particles 
formed 
during 
incomplete 
combustion.

Hydrogen in 
fuel reacts 
with oxygen 
in complete 
and 
incomplete 
combustion.

Carbon in the 
fuel reacts 
with a 
limited 
supply of 
oxygen 
during 
incomplete 
combustion.

Carbon in the 
fuel reacts 
with a 
plentiful 
supply of 
oxygen 
during 
complete 
combustion.

Issues Breathing 
difficulties

Acid rain Global 
dimming

Greenhouse 
gas

Toxic Greenhouse 
gas

Science



Key ideas

Some compounds can break down into smaller compounds (or elements) without 

reacting with another element or compound. This is called ‘decomposition’. 

Some compounds can break down into smaller compounds or elements only when 

they are heated. This is called ‘thermal decomposition’. 

Zinc Carbonate → Zinc Oxide + Carbon Dioxide

Science



Key ideas

In an exothermic reaction, energy is 
released into the surroundings. As a 

result the temperature of the 
surroundings increases.

In an endothermic reaction, energy 
is absorbed from the surroundings. 
As a result the temperature of the 

surroundings decreases.

Science



Key ideas

Reaction profiles can be used to show the relative energies in the 
bonds of the chemical reactants and products, the activation energy 

and the overall energy change of a reaction.

Exothermic Endothermic 

Science



Key ideas

The amount of energy needed to break or make a bond is called the bond energy.
The energy changes in a reaction can be calculated from the bond energies of the 
reactants and the products.

H2 2HCl+ Cl2

hydrogen hydrogen chloride+ chlorine →

H-H = 432
Cl-Cl = 240

432 + 240 = 672

H-Cl = 428 x 2
= 856

672 – 856 = -184 kJ

Science



Topic : Ecology. 2

In this unit we will be studying:

-Aerobic and Anaerobic respiration

-Fermentation

-Photosynthesis

-How organisms use glucose 

-How to test for starch

Use the QR code 
to find more 
information on 
BBC Bitesize

Use the QR code 
to find more 
information on 
BBC Bitesize

Science



Aerobic respiration is a chemical reaction that takes place in 
all living cells all of the time.

Energy

Key Ideas: Aerobic respiration

Science



To transfer energy stored in food, glucose reacts 
with oxygen in a chemical reaction called 

aerobic respiration. 

This reaction transfers energy to your cells. The 
waste products are carbon dioxide and water. 

glucose + oxygen → carbon dioxide + water (+energy)

Key Ideas: Aerobic respiration

Science



During exercise 2 main changes take place…
• the heart rate increases
• the rate and depth of breathing increases

Key Ideas: Aerobic respiration

Science



Anaerobic respiration is a type of respiration 
that releases energy from glucose without using 

oxygen.

Your body switches to respiring anaerobically 
when cells are not getting enough oxygen to 

respire aerobically 
e.g. during strenuous exercise.

Key Ideas: Anaerobic respiration

Science



Anaerobic respiration is a type of respiration that releases 
energy from glucose without using oxygen.

glucose    → lactic acid    (+energy)

Less energy than 
if respiring 
aerobically 

A build up of this 
causes painful 

muscle cramps.

When you have finished exercising you keep on breathing 
heavily. This is because extra oxygen is needed to break down 

the lactic acid into carbon dioxide and water. This extra 
oxygen needed for this process is called the oxygen debt. 

Key Ideas: Anaerobic respiration

Science



Other organisms than humans also anaerobically respire, such 
as roots of plants in waterlogged soils.

Yeast can respire aerobically, but the anaerobic respiration 
that takes place in yeast cells is called fermentation. It is is

used in the food and drinks industry.

Key Ideas: Fermentation

Science



When anaerobic respiration happens in yeast a 
different reaction happens;

glucose → ethanol + carbon dioxide

Key Ideas: Fermentation

Science



The word photosynthesis comes from the Greek language:
⚫ ‘photo’ means ‘light’

⚫ ‘synthesis’ means ‘putting together’

Photosynthesis means ‘putting together with light’.

What is photosynthesis?

Key Ideas: Photosynthesis

Science



light energy

chlorophyll

carbon 
dioxide + →water oxygen+glucose

• Plants make food through the process of photosynthesis.
• It is a chemical reaction in which plants take in carbon 

dioxide and water and use a chemical reaction to change  
them into glucose and oxygen. 

• Oxygen is a waste product and is released back into the 
atmosphere.

Key Ideas: Photosynthesis

Science



• Plants have leaves, stem and 
roots.

• Chloroplasts in the leaf cells 
contain chlorophyll, which 
absorbs sunlight

• Water from the soil diffuses 
into the root hair cell.

• Water is transported around 
the plant in xylem tubes.

• Leaves contain tiny holes 
that allow carbon dioxide to 
diffuse in and oxygen to 
diffuse out.

Key Ideas: Photosynthesis

Science



LIGHT-
from sun

CARBON 
DIOXIDE-
diffuses from 
the air

WATER-
from soil

GLUCOSE-
for biomass 
and energy

CHLOROPHYLL-
in the leaves

OXYGEN-
released into 
atmosphere

Key Ideas: Photosynthesis

Science



Light intensity, carbon dioxide and temperature affect the 
rate of photosynthesis. If any of these are in short supply the 

rate of photosynthesis will be slower than it should be.

Key Ideas: Photosynthesis

Science



To increase the rate of 
photosynthesis the following 
conditions can be increased:

• Light intensity
• Temperature (to an extent)

• Carbon dioxide levels

Key Ideas: Photosynthesis

Science



Plants and algae use energy from light, together with carbon 
dioxide and water to make glucose, through photosynthesis. 

They either use the glucose:
• In respiration 
• To build new tissue
• To store it for later use

Key Ideas: Using glucose

Science



During photosynthesis, a plant produces glucose. 
It stores the glucose as starch in the leaf.

Key Ideas: Using glucose

Science



Topic 4: Forces

In this unit we will be studying:

Balanced and unbalanced forces

Resultant forces

Work done

Extending objects

Falling objects

Streamlining

Friction

Levers and Pulleys

Moments

Pressure (including gas and liquid pressure)

Hydraulics

Use the QR code to find more 
information on BBC Bitesize.

Science



Unbalanced Forces

The thrust from the engine (50,000N)  is bigger 
than the weight (10,000N) of the rocket as it takes 
off.

The thrust and the air resistance act in opposite 
directions and are unbalanced.

Key ideas
Balanced Forces

The thrust from the engine (500N)  is the same as 
the air resistance (500N) of the car as it moves 
along the road.

The thrust and the air resistance act in opposite 
directions and are balanced.

Science



The backwards drag force (900N) acts in the 
opposite direction to the forwards thrust force 
(400N), so we subtract 400N from 900N to find the 
resultant force.

900N – 400N = 500N acting backwards.

Key ideas
Resultant Forces

The forwards thrust force (1000N) acts in the 
opposite direction to the backwards drag force 
(300N), so we subtract 300N from 1000N to find the 
resultant force.

1000N – 300N = 700N acting forwards.

Science



Key ideas

Resultant Forces

When the forces are equal and opposite, they balance, 
and there is no resultant force.

1000N – 1000N = 0N

Science



The man does work on the box to move it.

The amount of work is equal to the size of the force 
multiplied by the distance the box moves in the 
direction of the force.

Key ideas

Work Done

When a force moves an object, we say the force 
‘does work’ on the object.

We calculate how much work is done using this 
equation:

𝑊 = 𝐹𝑠

W is the work done – measured in joules, J

F is the force doing the work – measured in 
newtons, N

s is the distance the object moved in the direction 
of the force – measured in metres, m

Science



Watch Brian Cox explaining Hooke’s Law.

Key ideas

Hooke’s Law

When a force acts on an object, it may deform, or 
stretch.

The size of the extension depends on the size of the 
force and the spring constant of the object.

(Sometimes the spring constant is called the 
stiffness constant.)

This equation is one we use:

𝐅 = 𝐤𝐞

F is the applied force – measured in newtons, N

k is the spring constant – measured in N/m (or 
sometimes N/cm)

e is the extension of the object – measured in 
metres, m (or sometimes cm)

Science

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHOHwuGPoaI


When the object first starts to fall, it isn’t moving 
very quickly.

There is a downwards resultant force, and the 
object accelerates towards the ground.

As it speeds up, the size of the air resistance force 
increases until it is equal in size to the object’s 
weight.

When this happens, there is no longer a resultant 
force, and this means that the object doesn’t 
accelerate any more.

It is now travelling at its maximum speed. We call 
this speed Terminal Velocity.

Watch this video on skydiving.

Follow this link

for more information

Key ideas

Falling objects – Terminal Velocity

When an object falls, it does so because gravity acts 
on the mass of the object, causing a downwards 
force that we call weight.

As the object is falling, it must push the air out of 
the way. This causes an upwards force to act that 
we call air resistance.

Science



Nature has its own streamlining.

Key ideas
Reducing Drag – Streamlining

Air resistance is a type of friction. It is sometimes 
called drag.

Designers try to reduce drag by making vehicles 
streamlined so the air flows easily over them.

Science



Key ideas
Friction

Friction is a contact force that acts to try 
and stop an object moving. It always acts 
in the opposite direction to the way 
something is moving.

Friction can be helpful – giving us grip on the 
road when we run or when we drive a car.

Friction can be a problem – slowing down 
machines and making them need lubricating.

Friction usually makes things heat up. This 
can be a big problem as it can make 
machines break.

Science



Key ideas
Levers

Levers maximize force by minimizing distance.

The long red arrow shows a small force moving a 
long way. 

The short red arrow shows how this produces a 
much larger force that moves a short distance.

This is an example of mechanical advantage.

A Lever is a simple type of machine.

Pulleys

Pulleys are another example of a simple machine.

It’s easier to pull down on a rope                               
than pulling up, so this pulley helps you                  lift 
a bucket.

Pulleys can get quite complicated but                            
remember that a small force moving a                        
long way can produce a large force                            
that moves a short way.

In this diagram, the green arrow is a                       
small force that moves a long way,                            
producing a large force that lifts the                           
bucket.

Watch this video to learn more.

Science



Key ideas
Moments

A moment is the turning effect of a force.

Moments can be clockwise or anticlockwise.

The size of a moment can by found using this 
equation:

𝑴 = 𝑭𝒔

M is the moment, measured in Nm (sometimes 
Ncm)

F is the force, measured in N

S is the perpendicular distance between the force 
and the pivot, measured in m (sometimes cm)

For something like this see-saw to balance, the 
clockwise moment must be equal to the anti-
clockwise moment.

Can you explain how it is balanced? Think about 
the sizes of the forces and their distance to the 
pivot. 

Science



Key ideas

Pressure

Pressure is a measure of how concentrated a force 
is.

It can be calculated using this equation:

𝑷 =
𝑭

𝑨

P is pressure in N/m2

F is force in N

A is area in m2

Sometimes we call 1 N/m2  1 Pa (one pascal)

These snowshoes have a large area. This gives them 
a low pressure on the snow, so they don’t sink in.

High heels have a very small area.                            
This gives them a very high pressure.                      
They would sink easily in snow.

Science



Key ideas
Liquid Pressure

Liquid pressure is a result of how much liquid is 
above a certain point. The more liquid above, the 
greater the pressure.

The water squirts out most at 
the bottom, because the water 
pressure is greatest there. This 
is because there is more water 
above the hole.

Hydraulic machines use liquid pressure to transfer 
forces to other places and to increase the size of a 
force.

In the hydraulic jack diagram below, the lever 
moves a small piston a long distance.

This increases the pressure in the hydraulic liquid 
(remember the pressure equation?).

This hydraulic pressure now applies a large force on 
the large piston, lifting the load a short distance.

Science



Key ideas
Atmospheric Pressure

Atmospheric pressure is a result of how much 
atmosphere is above a certain point. The more 
atmosphere above, the greater the pressure.

Atmospheric pressure 
decreases with altitude. The 
higher up in the air you go, 
the lower the pressure.

Gas pressure

Gases particles move rapidly and randomly.

As they collide with the container they are in, they 
exert a force outwards as they rebound. This force, 
spread across the whole container, causes pressure.

The harder and more frequently the particles 
collide with the container, the higher the pressure.

Science



Art

More information you need to know about POP ART:

The concept of pop art began in the 1950s and the basic thing which
makes this type of art different is the use of bold images that are
painted in bright colors. It is a type of art that is described as a
depiction of everyday items in bold colors. The pop artists have
created images related to different fields like the packaging of ketchup
bottles, product labels, comic strips or photos of celebrities.
Here are some facts about pop arts that every kid should
know:
•Popular art or pop art is a movement that is started in the 1950s and
1960s which started in America and Europe.
•This movement was basically a reaction against the traditional art
ways. The inclusion of bright colors like red, yellow and blue is an
example of the negation.
•The pop art has some common aspects with Dada movement. The
main common point is the usage of everyday objects for the creation
of art pieces.
•The first pop art piece is created by a person names Eduardo Paolozzi
in 1952 which was known as I was a rich man’s plaything.
•Andy Warhol is the most famous pop artist. The work of Andy Warhol
consists of the prints that are created by using similar images from
everyday life such as banknotes or soup tins.
•The next well-known artist of pop art is Roy Lichtenstein. The unique
feature of his paintings is that they look like a comic strip.
•Some of the pop art pieces are the ones that were sold at the higher
prices in history. For example, a pop art painting made by Jasper
Johns in 2010 was sold at the rate of £70 million.
•If you want to see the best art pieces of pop art, the London’s Tate
Gallery is the best place.
•Some people believe that pop art is related to Dadaism which is why
the images are created to make fun of the traditional art.
•According to the pop artists, the traditional art was basically for the
elites which are why they must create things for the masses.
•There is an art type which is quite like the pop art. The name of this
art is Op art that uses optical illusions to trick the eyes of a viewer.

http://www.poparthistory.com/andy-warhol.html
http://www.poparthistory.com/roy-lichtenstein.html
http://www.poparthistory.com/top10-famous-artworks.html
http://www.tate.org.uk/


Art

More information you need to know about POP ART:

History of pop art:
After the World War 2, people used to spend a lot of money which is
why the mass-produced items became abundant. Moreover, the
television replaced radio as the media outlet. These changes are the
case behind the pop movement as people started to put more
attention on the store-bought products and the celebrities that were
painted. However, the term “pop” was given by a museum supervisor
who was a British named Lawrence Alloway.
He used the term “pop” to represent the new culture of the art that
had a modern feel to it. The popularity of this modern art continued to
spread all over the world in the 1960s.

POP ART DICTIONARY
Here's are some terms and questions that you may encounter
as you discover more about pop art.
Pop art
An artistic movement notable for its tendency to throw away the usual
notions of fine art and to focus on or parody mass media and popular
culture. Pop art can be in any sort of visual medium, including
painting, sculpture, drawing, film, or art installation.
Pop artist
An artist whose work is inspired by, or is a parody or commentary on,
popular culture, and whose work tends to fall into the style and
technique of the pop art movement. Examples include Andy Warhol,
Roy Lichtenstein, and Richard Hamilton, among others.
Campbell's Soup Can
Many works by Andy Warhol consisted of a still life, simple image of a
can of Campbell's soup. His most famous of these works is the
Campbell's Soup I, which consisted of a can of tomato soup,
specifically.



Art

POP ART DICTIONARY
Here's are some terms and questions that you may encounter as you
discover more about pop art.
Pop art artwork
Art in any medium, sculpture, painting, installation, etc, which falls within the
realm of the pop art movement. Usually, this kind of artwork focuses on the
very common experience and popular imagery of the everyday person, rather
than having a focus on creating fine art in the classic style. Often, this kind of
art remixes or satirizes popular culture or everyday objects that most people
in the culture may encounter. For example, Andy Warhol's Campbell's Soup
Cans were depictions of very mundane objects that most people viewing his
work would have already been familiar with.

Popular culture
The general common ideas, customs, values, and experience of a given group
of people, usually the wider majority culture. This is contrasted with sub-
cultures which are small subsets of the wider, popular culture, and may be
very different in its values and shared ideas. The term “popular culture”
especially refers to the common imagery and symbolism that everyday
people understand, such as those from popular movies, books, television
shows, advertising, and news media. This stands in contrast to more elitist
ideas of culture, such as those understood by an intellectual minority.
Collages
A kind of artistic technique in the visual arts which involves putting together
many different unrelated pieces to form a larger whole. Often, the collage will
be made from pieces of other already-existing works—for example, from
photographs in magazines, or from images and shapes created by other
artists—to create a new work that is made from all of these pre-existing
elements.
Silkscreen
Also known as screen printing, this is an artistic technique that involves
pushing ink through a sieve-like mesh (a screen) and onto the final medium,
such as cloth. This works as a sort of stenciling technique, since part of the
mesh will be blocked off and the ink can only leak through the open holes,
thus leaving a particular image on the medium. It was a technique that was
popularized by Andy Warhol for use in the arts. Over time, it became a
common technique used to print imagery on T-shirts and is still used to this
day.



Art

The formal element of Shape

(15) Elements of Art: Shape | 
KQED Arts - YouTube

The formal element of Colour

(17) Elements of Art: Color | 
KQED Arts - YouTube

Andy Warhol in 8 Minutes: 
Pop Art Legend or Fashion 
Guru?

(15) Andy Warhol in 
8 Minutes: Pop Art Legend 
or Fashion Guru? - YouTube

Task:
Create a bright and vivid piece of an everyday object or 
celebrity. Only use 3 or 4 bright colours to make your work look 
like Andy Warhols.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJzGkZwkHt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWW_UbrkBEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_FGcnR6EUY


Week 1: Weather, climate and extreme weather
Weather refers to the day-to-day changes in the atmosphere. Climate is the average weather a 
place receives over the course of a year. Many types of extreme weather affect the UK, including 
strong winds and storms, droughts and floods, and extreme hot or cold spells.

Weeks 2 and 3: The Great British Weather Enquiry
The British weather is influenced by five main air masses you can see on the map opposite. An air 
mass is a large volume of air which travels from one area to another. The weather an air mass brings 
is determined by the region it has come from and the type of surface it has moved over. By 
undertaking and enquiry into the British weather we can think and study like a geographer to make 
sense of this information to improve our meteorological knowledge.

Geography Year 8: Extreme Weather

Week 4: Beast from the East
The Beast from the East was a storm that began in February 2018 and brought a cold wave 
to Great Britain and Ireland. It also brought widespread, unusually low temperatures and 
heavy snowfall to large areas with up to 50cm falling over higher ground. The storm 
resulted in deaths, travel disruption and school and hospital closures as the Met Office 
issued a 'risk to life' red alert. Social and economic impacts were widespread with many 
businesses unable to open, and the Armed Forces called in to help the Emergency 
Services in some areas who were struggling to meet public demand for assistance.

Geography



Week 5: Why does it rain?
There are three types of rainfall; relief, convection and frontal. Relief rainfall occurs when warm, 
moist air rises up over mountains, cools, condenses and forming clouds which then brings rain. 
Convection rainfall occurs when the sun heats the land, causing pockets of warm air to rise, 
condense and form clouds which produce heavy rainfall and thunderstorms. Frontal rainfall occurs 
when a warm front meets a cold front. The heavier cold air sinks to the ground and the warm air 
rises above it, reducing in temperature and condensing to form clouds. The clouds then bring heavy 
rain.

Weeks 6 & 7: Surviving Katrina

On 29th August 2005 Hurricane Katrina made landfall 
and quickly became known as one of the most 
expensive natural disasters in the history of the 
USA. Over 1,300 people died and the damage was 
estimated at $108 billion. Hurricane Katrina’s path 
started by the Bahamas and ended in the state of 
Tennessee. Hurricane Katrina was a very powerful 
hurricane that reached 140mph in some places. But 
the disaster was very badly managed, leading to a 
number of unnecessary impacts – who was at fault? 
What lessons were learnt from this?

Please note: Seneca assessment 
homework will be placed for students 
to complete. Please log in as normal 
and attempt the exercises

Geography
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French Spring Term Homework

Students use www.pearsonactivelearn.com to
complete bespoke tasks to accompany the course.
They have their own individual username and the 
password for everyone is French123.

Students also have access to 
www.linguascope.com to help with
learning general topic-based vocabulary.
Everyone has the username brooksbank
and password french123.  Click on the beginner or 
elementary section and the French flag.

Languages

http://www.pearsonactivelearn.com/
http://www.linguascope.com/


Languages

Unité 2
C’est genial!

Tu aimes l’anglaise?
Pourquoi?

Unité 3
J’ai cours!

Quelle heure est-il?

Unité 4
Au college en France

Décris ta journée 
scolaire

Unité 1
Mes matières

Est-e que tu aimes 
les maths?

Unité 5
Miam-miam

Qu’est-ce que tu 
manges au collège?

collège



Languages

Unité 1
Mes matières

Est-e que tu aimes 
les maths?



Languages

Unité 2
C’est genial!

Tu aimes l’anglaise?
Pourquoi?

très= very, trop= too, assez= quite, un peu= a bit

et=and, mais= but, aussi=also, parce que= because



Languages

Unité 3
J’ai cours!

Quelle heure est-il?
Décris ton emploi du temps!



Languages

Unité 4
Au college en France

Décris ta journée 
scolaire



Languages

Unité 5
Miam-miam

Qu’est-ce que tu 
manges au collège?
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HOW TO SELF TEST
WITH KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS
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